Mortgage Originations,
Powered by Ocrolus
Ocrolus automates the capture and
analysis of mortgage documents,
replacing inefficient manual data entry
and review with a single, seamless API.

Human Empowered Automation
Ocrolus’ attended machine learning
solution produces unrivaled accuracy:

Ocrolus identifies borrower-supplied mortgage
documents, captures critical data, and returns
results directly into your LOS or CRM platform.
Mortgage originators make smarter, faster
loan approvals by using Ocrolus to initiate an
accelerated and secure underwriting process.
The solution offers immediate and measurable
ROI with no document training required and a
simple integration set-up.
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Mortgage Documents Analyzed
Ocrolus transforms any mortgage document
image, including e-statements, scans, and
cell phone pictures, into 99+% accurate
digitized data, establishing a comprehensive
audit trail of clean data.
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The platform classifies uploaded
images using machine learning and
human quality control.
AI-based computer vision extracts
data from images classified as
mortgage documents.
Data fields that can’t be confirmed
automatically are validated by
human technicians in a hyperefficient process.
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Verify Borrower Income in Minutes

Multilayered ID Validation

Ocrolus goes beyond digitizing data, generating
over 35 pre-defined analytics to help lenders
determine a borrower’s creditworthiness. The
platform calculates a mortgage borrower’s
income and cash flow with customizable credit
inputs that your LOS can call up, along with preprogrammed analytics, such as:

Ocrolus collates a mortgage
borrower’s identity and proof
of residence from licenses,
passports, utility
bills, state ID
cards, and other
identifying
documents.
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Intelligent Fraud Detection
Ocrolus identifies potentially fraudulent mortgage documents by harnessing an intelligence network
featuring hundreds of financial services leaders, along with attended fraud detection that uncovers:
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Get Started Today
Test Ocrolus now. Whether you’re manually
processing borrower documents or deploying a
legacy capture solution, visit Ocrolus.com to try
the platform on your real world documents today.
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